Abstract SIGNAL, Lustre, Esterel, and a few other synchronous programming language compilers accomplish automated sequential code generation from synchronous specifications. In generating sequential code, the concurrency expressed in the synchronous programs is sequentialized mostly because such embedded software was designed to run on single-core processors. With the widespread advent of multi-core processors, it is time for model-driven generation of efficient concurrent multi-threaded code. Synchronous programming models capture concurrency in the computation quite naturally, especially in its data-flow multi-clock (polychronous) flavor. Therefore, it seems reasonable to attempt generating multi-threaded code from polychronous data-flow models. However, multi-threaded code generation from polychronous languages aimed at multi-core processors is still in its infancy. In the recent release of the Polychrony compiler, multi-threaded code generation uses micro-level threading which creates a large number of threads and equally large number of semaphores, leading to inefficiency. We propose a process-oriented and non-invasive multi-threaded code generation using the sequential code generators. By noninvasive we mean that instead of changing the compiler, we use the existing sequential code generator and separately synthesize some programming glue to generate efficient multi-threaded code. This paper describes the problem of multi-threaded code generation in general, and elaborates on how Polychrony compiler for sequential code generation is used to accomplish multi-threaded code generation.
Introduction
In the last few years, parallel processing has claimed its niche in improving performance and power trade-off [13] for general purpose computing. So, it is no surprise that multi-core architectures will make inroads into the embedded processor markets as well. Currently, major processor vendors have already released products containing multiple cores on a single die [12] , however, one must employ concurrent programming models when designing their programs to exploit the architecture with multiple cores in such products. One such programming model, and one that most designers are familiar with, is the multi-threaded programming model. This multi-threaded programming model is commonly used in providing uniprocessor architectures with concurrency, and thus it is one candidate for true parallelism with parallel processing architectures. However, due to our long association with the von Neumann sequential programming models, it is often hard to write correct multi-threaded code [15] . Usually, writing such code involves expressing the computation as a collection of tasks, analyzing their dependencies, finding concurrency between the tasks, finding synchronization points, and then expressing all those with the programming idioms available in a language of one's choice.
We limit our discussion on multi-threaded programming for multi-core architectures with the C programming language, which to many, naturally implies the use of POSIX thread primitives or some other threading library APIs. Since writing multi-threaded C-code for a computation specified in sequential manner is hard, it would be easier if a concurrent model of computation was used instead, to specify the computation. For example, Petri nets may be used to specify the computation. With a highly concurrent Petri net model for a given computation, one could discover concurrency, synchronization points etc, much more readily when compared to standard C multi-threaded programming.
However, Petri nets have their own limitations as a specification formalism. First, one could unintentionally go very close to the implementation model in the Petri net itself, by sequentializing some transitions unnecessarily, and thereby eliminating possibility of concurrency. Figure 1 describes one such scenario where in Net 1, there is concurrency between tasks T 1 and T 2 , but in Net 2, the concurrency is eliminated by ordering them. The application being modeled in this example may have had no reason to sequentialize the two tasks T 1 and T 2 , except that the modeler had made a decision to do so. Also, since Petri nets are graphical formalism, often it is hard to manage for large scale programs.
An alternative to Petri nets is to use the dataflow models of computation, where the variables are considered as infinite sequences of data values, and the valuation from one step to the next is done by various operations on the data streams. The concurrency is usually difficult to sequentialize inadvertently in such specifications, because one has to explicitly impose special scheduling relations to sequentialize two operations. Polychronous languages and in particular in this paper, SIGNAL, are examples of such dataflow languages that have the notion of rate of data arrival, and multi-rate data value computation built into the language. These rates are represented by a notion of clocks, which is not to be confused with the hardware clock. So the language SIGNAL is a multi-rate dataflow computation language, which captures concurrency of data valuations and enables one to sequentialize when necessary using 'clock relations' [10] . Specifications of computations as dataflow can be compiled into C-code using SIGNAL compiler. Not all dataflow computation can be correctly compiled into C-code, unless it has a property called endochrony [4] . Endochronous specifications are those for which the ordering of data value evaluations can be completely determined at the compile time, and therefore, deterministic sequential C-code can be generated. In order for generating distributed code however, the endochrony property is not enough. If two parts of the dataflow computation are synthesized into independent entities such as threads, one has to guarantee that their communication has special property of isochrony [4, 3] . Isochrony is a condition that mainly applies on common variables of two synchronous components where they must agree on the values which are assigned to it at each time instant. If the isochrony property is violated, then the communication between the threads will need specialized protocols such as hand-shake or other synchronization.
A recent enhancement of the SIGNAL compiler generates multi-threaded code with tight synchronization between atomically executing threads. We find this a valuable step towards managing concurrency, but multi-threading if not judiciously employed has severe performance drawbacks due to the usage of too many threads resulting in high context switching overheads. The current SIGNAL compiler, in our opinion, performs micro-threading that generates C programs with an unnecessary number of threads in relation to the parallel computation. We illustrate this with the following pseudo SIGNAL code example:
process P = (? integer x; !integer y,z;) (| y := x + 1 | z := x-1|) This simple SIGNAL code fragment provides an input argument x and two out-put arguments y and z. The behavior of P specifies parallel execution of computing and assigning x + 1 and x − 1 to y and z respectively. Figure 2 shows the SIGNAL implementation and its thread-call structure. For this simple code fragment, the current SIGNAL compiler generates 5 threads; one for reading values of x, two for outputting y,z, one for the computation of the values of y,z based on new values of x, and one controller thread that sequentializes the reading of x, followed by the computation, and finally followed by writing y,z. The use of 5 semaphores to synchronize the sequentialization is very inefficient. In case the main computation is multi-rate, this compiler will generate several threads by clustering the computations driven by the same clock in single threads, and then again controlling the sequence using semaphores. We feel that such microlevel threading may be counter productive in terms of efficiency. However, a bigger problem is that the SIGNAL compiler is not open-source yet. So, if one does not agree with such micro-threading strategy in their current threading implementation, any invasive change in the compiler is not possible for external users. Moreover, parallel architectures for embedded computing have a limited number of resources for multi-threading, which makes judicious selection of threads for parallelism extremely important.
In this paper, we investigate a noninvasive methodology for utilizing polychronous dataflow specifications, the only available compiler for such specification, and no change in the compiler, but still generate multi-threaded code, even when the endo-isochrony is not satisfied between the partitioned parts of the dataflow computation specified. In doing our investigations, we hope to provide a proposal for extending the SIGNAL compiler with better granularity in its thread-based code generation.
The main contribution of this paper is to show how multi-threaded C-code can be generated using polychronous specifications and corresponding compilers for sequential code generation with designer imposed threading granularity and designer specified threading boundaries. This alleviates the problem of (i) having to write multi-threaded code by hand from a sequential specification of the computation being implemented; and (ii) micro-level thread granularity causing unnecessary performance overhead. We illustrate our methodology with a running example from the STARMAC project [1] .
Related Work on Concurrent Code Generation
In this section we outline a few relevant related works on concurrent code generation from concurrent specification of computation. We discuss some of the Models of Computation (MoC) used to express concurrency between processes. Other than that, we reemphasize some of the issues we have with existing synchronous programming languages based multi-threading implementations.
Kahn process networks (KPN) [14] is a primary specification formalism for dataflow between processes. KPN model has been proposed to capture concurrent processes in a system. In a KPN, the processes (nodes) communicate by unbounded unidirectional FIFO channels (arcs), with the property of non-blocking writes and blocking reads on channels. A KPN model when transformed to implementation level faces problems related to buffer sizing. Several scheduling algorithms have been proposed for estimating the buffer sizes for KPN models and for validating their correct behavior [9, 18] . Another MoC which closely resembles KPN model is dataflow networks [16] . Here the nodes represent actors which when fired takes in a finite number of tokens and put out another finite number of tokens. In contrast with KPN, this MoC can calculate the buffer size with respect to the number of computations in the network.
A sample KPN model is shown in Figure 3 where 6 processes (P 1 , P 2 , .., P 6 ) and their intermediate FIFOs are shown. In an ideal environment with infinite size FIFOs, each Kahn process is a concurrent task with asynchronous communication. Here, the processes P 2 and P 5 (also P 3 and P 6 ) are parallel to each other, since they do not have a dependency between them. With these concepts in mind, we can implement the given KPN model in multi-threaded programming model as follows:
wait(e0)
Fig. 4. Execution of KPN model in a parallel fashion
This expression represents one of the possible implementations from the design specification as a KPN. The assumption here, is that each process needs to execute to completion to produce data for the subsequent processes. For implementation purposes, the given KPN model can be transformed into multiple threads with a deterministic order for their executions except for the processes that are completely independent (e.g., P 2 and P 5 ). In Figure 4 one multi-threaded implementation for the specification in Figure 3 is shown. As shown in Figure 4 there is a deterministic order of the thread executions except between P 2 and P 5 and P 3 and P 6 . In case, sequential code is to be generated, two of the possible orders for execution are expressed as follows:
Order1 : [P 1 ; P 2 ; P 5 ; P 3 ; P 6 ; P 4 ] * Order2 : [P 1 ; P 5 ; P 2 ; P 6 ; P 3 ; P 4 ] * Many tools have been developed based on these various dataflow models. Simulink is an environment for multi-domain simulation and model-based design for dynamic and embedded systems [20] . Simulink has a Stateflow coder that generates highly readable code which can be easily traced back to the Stateflow chart. Recently, a method for multi-threaded code generation from Simulink models with reduction of thread communication overhead was proposed [6] . This work is similar to our current methodology in the sense that they also concentrate on larger granularity for threads to reduce overhead of thread synchronizations. Lustre [11] is a declarative synchronous dataflow language used for describing reactive systems. Esterel [5] is an imperative language for describing control. It consists of nested tasks which communicate using signals. Both Esterel and Lustre are tools designed for embedded systems which generate sequential C code after an intermediate conversion to Object code. A recent work related to Esterel [7] , presents a few code generation techniques. One method aims to perform aggressive scheduling operations after dividing the code into atomic tasks, while another creates a linked list to track pieces of code and their dependencies. The objective is to generate multi-threaded C code using their Esterel compiler. The parallelism implemented in their work concentrates on dividing the design requirement into very small tasks, whereas we would like to implement a process-based parallelism in our work with large granularity of tasks. Another work proposes a new compilation scheme for Esterel for distributed execution on multiprocessors [21] . This scheme based on Potop-Butucaru's Graph Code format [19] enables parallelism through actual concurrent execution on multiple processors or through emulated concurrent execution on single processor.
As we discussed earlier, our specification language is SIGNAL. SIGNAL is based on synchronized dataflow (flows + synchronization): a process is a set of equations on elementary flows describing both data and control [10] . Polychrony constitutes a development environment for critical systems, from abstract specification until deployment on distributed systems [8] . It relies on the application of formal methods, allowed by the representation of a system, at the different steps of its development, in the Signal polychronous semantic model. The synchronous distribution of SIG-NAL programs [2] was investigated and the SIGNAL dependencies and equations were formally was proved to be kept true until the final stage of distributed code generation. Another work on SIGNAL motivates a scheduling strategy for distributed implementation [17] . As we discussed before, the recent implementation of [17, 2] in the SIGNAL compiler leads to generation of multi-threaded code with too much overhead which we attempt to alleviate in the current work.
Besides the multi-threading code generation, the Polychrony tool mainly generates sequential C code from SIGNAL. Every variable coded in SIGNAL (termed as signal) is associated with its own rate, which decides its update frequency. Statements which assign a relation between signals, also define a relation between the rates of the respective signals. Groups of dependent signals will have a common rate being generated. A higher level logic is generated with a root rate combining the independent groups of dependent signals according their relative rates. Even though we separate the independent tasks which make the signals concurrent, the execution is not parallel, since a sequential C code is being generated.
The STARMAC Example
A group at Stanford [1] is currently working on a testbed for multi-agent control called STARMAC. It contains four rotors that are controlled by a supervisory control unit managing the flight control commands. We present the height supervisory control unit in Figure 5 with its design requirement and eventual implementation using Simulink. Looking first at the design requirements in Figure 5(a) , we see the Supervisor and Monitor entities. The Supervisor is responsible for reacting to the major functions of flight control such as computing possible next coordinates to move to. The Monitor on the other hand only focuses on maintaining the elevation of the STARMAC testbed by proposing adjustments to the elevation when below a certain threshold. Labels X, Y , and Z represent the x, y and z coordinates of the STARMAC and the in and out suffixes the respective inputs and outputs from this supervisory control unit. Zm is the allowable minimum elevation for a particular rotor. Ideally, these entities need to execute concurrently, which is a natural call for representing each of these entities as a separate thread. However, when looking at the actual implementation of this supervisory control unit in Figure 5 (b), we see a sequentialization of the concurrency; in particular, the Supervisor is executed before the Monitor. Simulink toolbox Stateflow was used to implement the design requirement. The parallel AND states in Stateflow need a specific ordering to generate C code. This choice of sequentialization may have further ramifications on the implementation in our opinion is not faithful to the specification. On the flip side, modeling these two entities as threads means that the designer must explicitly handle the critical section for Zout. Note in Figure 5 (a) that there is a shared box pointed to with the arrows labeled update that eventually sends the Zout. Writing the embedded program for this supervisory control unit mandates care in order to get the possible interleaving correct.
The SIGNAL Approach to Concurrent Software Specification and Generation
As discussed already, a new version of Polychrony has just been released with multithreading in place [8] . The approach to multi-threading in the tool is based on signal flow. The number of threads created would be dependent on the number of input and output signals and the dependencies between them. Individual threads are created to read an input, to do the tasks involving that input signal and finally to write the output signal. Every action related to a combination of several inputs would require additional threads. Now these threads are ordered using semaphores which indicate a condition being satisfied for the next thread to start. A scaled down version of the STARMAC requirement concerning only the elevation monitoring function was modeled in SIGNAL to highlight the concurrency issues. The Supervisor and Monitor entities are modeled as processes called from a Control main process. Both Supervisor and Monitor processes return their output values back to the Control process. There is a deterministic ordering in place to decide who should be updating the output value of Zout. Even though the two processes are having different rates, SIGNAL would not allow us to have a random order for update of the output. This would take us back to the original problem in implementation shown in Fig 5(b) . So a complete parallel implementation in C is not possible with the current multi-threaded model. The SIGNAL code used to model the STARMAC design requirement is as follows: A thread model based on the threads generated from SIGNAL tool is shown in the Figure 6 . Here the 3 process example is converted into 7 threads ordered using semaphores. Concurrent functions like read operation for Zin, Zref and tick1 are executed in a parallel fashion and the operations on them are performed using multiple threads. Finally the Zout signal is updated using an additional thread. This example clearly illustrates the micro-threading model in Polychrony tool.
In the current strategy, the programmer is kept away from decisions regarding notify (e4) wait (e3) wait (e4) notify (e0) wait(e0) Fig. 6 . Micro-threading Structure for STARMAC the number of threads and how they should be grouped. In order to utilize multi-core architectures, it is important for the programmer to be aware of the implementation level details, so that he can tailor it according to the hardware resources available to him. Therefore, we suggest an alternative multi-threading solution that may be inferred from the SIGNAL specification, which uses only two threads for the STARMAC example.
An Improved Threading Model for SIGNAL Programs
We use SIGNAL and attempt to faithfully model the specification of the STARMAC supervisory control unit shown in Figure 5 (a). By using the multi-threaded code generation from the Polychrony compiler we suffer from the micro-level threading discussed earlier in this paper. In order to bypass the roadblock of not having access to the compiler, we take a non-invasive strategy in implementing our model. We use the sequential code generation option in the Polychrony tool and model both the two processes individually and operate on them with a minimal glue logic to realize the specification. In order to generate a noninvasive threaded model using SIGNAL, we implemented concurrent processes as individual threads, with a main controller code. The Figure 7 shows the proposed thread based model, generated as processes using Polychrony tool and joined manually in C. The main controller process has to be executed sequentially and two threads are generated with the two different functions (Supervisor and Monitor) inside. Now these threads can work in parallel, switching between themselves. Fig. 7 . Multi-thread model using SIGNAL During the process of implementing this new model, we first implemented the two functions Supervisor and Monitor as independent SIGNAL programs and observed their generated C code without using the threading option. With the sequential C code for each of the programs as reference, they were converted into a combined code with a controller main calling each as threaded functions. We can observe from the design requirement that the Zout value will be updated by both processes and it needs to be defined in the controller part. The shared variables were all defined in the controller, with the variable needing an update (Zout) implemented with Mutex lock. Several inputs well below the minimum value were given as input to verify the functionality of the code. Later the Supervisor process was modified to add more delay into the process. This would mean Monitor process will be updating the Zout variable to ensure correct output. The manual threading inserted into the Polychrony model worked correctly for this particular example. In order to generate threads directly from Polychrony tool, we need to identify those functions which can be executed from separate threads. Any shared signal would require Mutex lock system associated with it. Perl scripts could be written to combine these threads and generate a Main process which co-ordinates interaction between them. The amount of rewrite required to generate multi-threaded C code from SIGNAL compiler is minimal. Most of it would be transferring pieces of code from the different files generated from the compiler into the main C file. Now they are addressed as functions and threads create and join are written to access each of them. Mutex lock arrangement is implemented on shared variables for consistency and for avoiding deadlocks.
The current implementation will be behaving in a similar manner as required in design requirement of Figure 5 (a). There is no specific sequential order at the implementation level and multi-rate scenarios can be modeled faithfully. Now the amount of parallelism is dependent on the scheduler or the kernel which will have to act fast enough to extract each input correctly. Our original motivation for multi-threading was the vulnerabilities of the software design which cannot make full use of the multi-core architecture available to us. This would mean kernel being fast enough is not a constraint but a feature we are converting to an advantage in the model.
Summary and Future work
Concurrency has been a hot topic in computation field from the very beginning. Concurrency has been implemented by software tools by including additional dependencies between processes due to sequential ordering at a lower abstraction level. This has removed any parallelism that was present in the original high-level design. Multi-core architectures provide us an opportunity to utilize the multi-threaded model of software design. A parallel implementation of concurrent processes has been performed successfully on a sample problem with promising results.
Even though multi-threading is a popular approach among software engineers, automatic code generation using this model has not been explored enough. SIGNAL language has been utilized for creating polychronous independent processes using the Polychrony tool. A multi-threaded version of the Polychrony compiler takes a micro-threaded approach towards parallelizing operations. We feel this amount of micro-threading is wasteful and a process-based approach is more suitable for current multi-core architectures. We also find that a sequential order is still present in the multi-threaded model, which is a deviation from our original objective. We demonstrate these issues with an example dealing with concurrency. Right now we have a non-invasive method for generating parallel multi-threaded code which is being merged manually. The automation of multi-threaded code generation with more research into grouping and scheduling of threads would be possible way forward to achieve sophisticated multi-core implementations.
